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Diffusive wavelets on the Spin group
S. Bernstein, S. Ebert, F. Sommen
Abstract. The first part of this article is devoted to a brief review of the results about
representation theory of the spin group Spin(m) from the point of view of Clifford analysis.
In the second part we are interested in Clifford-valued functions and wavelets on the sphere.
The connection of representations of Spin(m) and the concept of diffusive wavelets leads
naturally to investigations of a modified diffusion equation on the sphere, that makes use of
the Γ-operator. We will achieve to obtain Clifford-valued diffusion wavelets with respect to
the modified diffusion operator ∆+ Γ− ∂t.
Since we are able to characterize all representations of Spin and even to obtain all eigenvec-
tors of the (by representation) regarded Casimir operator in representation spaces, it seems
appropriate to look at functions on Spin(m) directly. Concerning this, our aim shall be to
formulate eigenfunctions for the Laplace-Beltrami operator on Spin(m) and give the series
expansion of the heat kernel on Spin(m) in terms of the eigenfunctions of ∆Spin.
Key words: Diffusive wavelets, Spin group, representations of Spin(m), Clifford alge-
bras, Clifford analysis
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1 Motivation
In recent years a growing literature has been focused on the construction of wavelets on
the sphere ([3], [4], [2]) and other homogeneous spaces, compact groups and stratified
groups ([18]) These constructions of wavelets have been motivated by strong interests
from applied sciences such as geophysics ([17]), astrophysics ([22]) but also crystallogra-
phy ([8], [6], [27]).
One way to construct wavelets on compact groups and homogeneous spaces are so-called
diffusive wavelets. The idea of diffusive wavelets consists in separating dilations and
translations when construction wavelets. The dilations are genreated by an diffusion
process, i.e. from time-evolution of solutions to the heat equation. ([14], [5], [15]).
By the description of the importantnce of spinors and the spin group we follow [21]. A
very interesting compact group is the compact spin group Spin(m). The term spin was
introduced independently in mathematics and physics. In mathematics spinors and the
spin group are discovered by Èlie Cartan ([10]) during his research into the represen-
tation of groups. The spin representation are particular projective representations of
the orthogonal and special orthogonal groups. Elements of a spin representation called
spinors.
In representation theory it is well known that there are some representations of the Lie
algebra of the orthogonal group which cannot be formed by the usual tensor construc-
tions. These missing representations are then labeled the spin representations, and their
constituents spinors. In this view, a spinor must belong to a representation of the dou-
ble cover of the rotation group SO(n). These double-covers are Lie-groups, called spin
groups. But it is also true that every Lie algebra can be represented as a bivector algebra;
hence every Lie group can be represented as a spin group [13].
For the compact group Spin(m) all representations are finite-dimensional and their
parametrization has been known for many years. For detailed applications to analysis
various explicit realizations of these representations are needed. From an analytic point of
view, one of the most convinient ways of realizing those representations of Spin(m) that
descends to single-valued representations to SO(m) is on polynomials of matrix argu-
ment. Polynomials of k vector variables x1, . . . , xk where xl =
m∑
j=1
xljej can be regarded
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as polynomials on Rk×m by the identification
X =
 x1...
xk
 =
 x11 · · · x1m... ...
xk1 · · · xkm
 = (xlj).
The theory of harmonic functions of a matrix variable was presented in detail in [19].
They consider simplicial harmonics, i.e. harmonic polynomials of a matrix variable in-
variant under the action of SL(r), which provides models for irreducible representations
of SO(m) with integer weight. Based on that in [23] models of half integer weights
irreducible representations of Spin(m) inside spaces of monogenic functions of several
vector variables. This theory was already developed to some extend in [11] (in case of
several quaternionic variables see e.g. [1], [24], [25]). To obtain polynomial irreducible
representations of Spin(m) in [23] they look to spaces of polynomials which are already
irreducible with respect to the action of GL(m). To obtain models for all integer (half
integer) weight representation harmonicity (monogenicity) conditions are imposed.
The connection of representations of Spin(m) and the concept of diffusive wavelets leads
naturally to investigations of a modified diffusion equation on the sphere. We will achieve
to obtain Clifford-valued diffusive wavelets with respect to the modified diffusion operator
∆+ Γ− ∂t with the Γ-operator.
2 Introduction
The paper is organized as follows. In section 2, after these remarks, we give a short
overview on harmonic analysis and representation theory for compact group and basic
properties of Clifford algebras and Clifford analysis. Harmonic analysis and representa-
tion theory will by used to construct diffusive wavelets. Clifford algebras are a convient
way to describe the spin group. In section 3 the spin group Spin(m) and its Lie algebra
is studied. An important tool for diffusive wavelets are irreducible representations. To
construct all reducible representations of Spin(m) we use the Cartan product. Weights
of Spin(m) are usually used to label all irreducible representations of the group. For
that we will recall roots and wheights of representations as well as the Cartan product.
There are two types of fundamental representations of the spin group in the Clifford al-
gebra Cℓm, i.e. a minimal set of irreducible representations from which every irreducible
representation can be build up, are
h(s)a = sas−1 and l(s)a = sa.
There are many possibilites to realize representations of Spin(m) in L2(Cℓm). We will
take the regular representations
hr(s) : f(a) 7→ f(sas
−1) and lr(s) : f(a) 7→ f(sa)
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and the tensor product representations hr ⊗ h and lr ⊗ l are given by
H(s) : f(a) 7→ sf(s−1as)s−1 and L(s) : f(a) 7→ sf(s−1as).
At the end we will need eigenfunctions. For that we prove that function spaces consisting
of functions which depends on simplicial variables are invariant under H(s) and L(s).
In the final section 4 we construct wavelets on the spin group. We start with a gen-
eral description of diffusive wavelets on compact groups and homogeneous spaces. The
representation theory of the compact group SO(n) is well-known and the sphere is a
homogenous space of SO(n). Therefore, the sphere is also a homogeneous space of the
spin group and we will obtain Clifford-valued wavelets therefrom.
2.1 Fourier Analysis on compact groups
One of the most important theorems of functional analysis is the spectral theorem for
compact self-adjoint operators on a Hilbert space. Which states that if A is a compact
self-adjoint operator on a Hilbert space V , then there is an orthonormal basis of V
consisting of eigenvectors of A and each eigenvalue is real. The analog of this theorem is
the Peter-Weyl theorem. We want to recollect some basic notations and properties.
Let G be a compact Lie group. A unitary representation of G is a continuous group
homomorphism π: G → U(dπ) of G into the goup of unitary matrices of a certain dimen-
sion dπ which will be explained later in the Peter-Weyl theorem. Such a representation
is irreducible if π(g)M = Mπ(g) for all g ∈ G and some M ∈ Cdpi×dpi implies M = cI
is a multiple of the identity. Equivalently, Cdpi does not have non-trivial π-invariant
subspaces V ⊂ Cdpi with π(g)V ⊂ V for all g ∈ G. Two representations π1 and π2 are
equivalent, if there exists an invertible matrix M such that π1(g)M = Mπ2(g) for all
g ∈ G.
Let Gˆ denote the set of all equivalence classes of irreducible representations. Then this
set parametrerizes an orthogonal decomposition of L2(G).
Theorem 2.1 (Peter-Weyl, [29]). Let G be a compact Lie group. Then the following
statements are true.
1. Denote Hπ = {g 7→ trace(π(g)M) : M ∈ C
dpi×dpi}. Then the Hilbert space L2(G)
decomposes into the orthogonal direct sum
L2(G) =
⊕
π∈Gˆ
Hπ (2.1)
2. For each irreducible representation π ∈ Gˆ the orthogonal projection
L2(G)→Hπ is given by
f 7→ dπ
∫
G
f(h)χπ(h
−1g) dh = dπ f ∗ χπ, (2.2)
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in terms of the character χπ(g) = trace(π(g)) of the representation and dh is the
normalized Haar measure.
We will denote the matrixM in the equation f ∗χπ = trace(π(g)M) as Fourier coefficient
fˆ(π) of f at the irreducible representation π. The Fourier coefficient can be calculated
as
fˆ(π) =
∫
G
f(g)π∗(g) dg.
The inversion formula (the Fourier expansion) is then given by
f(g) =
∑
π∈Gˆ
dπ trace(π(g)fˆ (π)).
If we denote by ||M ||2HS = trace(M
∗M) the Frobenius or Hilbert-Schmidt norm of a
matrix M, then the following Parseval identity is true.
Corollary 2.2 (Parseval identity). Let f ∈ L2(G). Then the matrix-valued Fourier coef-
ficients fˆ ∈ Cdpi×dpi satisfy
||f ||2 =
∑
π∈Gˆ
dπ ||f(π)||
2
HS . (2.3)
On the group G one defines the convolution of two integrable functions f, r ∈ L1(G) as
f ∗ r(g) =
∫
G
f(h)r(h−1g) dh.
Since f ∗ r ∈ L1(G), the Fourier coefficients are well-defined and they satisfy
Corollary 2.3 (Convolution theorem on G). Let f, r ∈ L1(G) then f ∗ r ∈ L1(G) and
f̂ ∗ r(π) = fˆ(π)rˆ(π).
The group structure gives rise to left and right translations Tgf 7→ f(g−1·) and T gf 7→
f(·g) of functions on the group. A simple computation shows
T̂gf(π) = fˆ(π)π
∗(g) and T̂ gf(π) = π(g)fˆ (π).
They are direct consequences of the definition of the Fourier transform.
The existence of the expressions is ensured by compactness and the properties, implied
by compactness of G.
Of particular importance are the character functions
χπ(g) = trace(π(g)). (2.4)
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They are class type, i.e. they are constant on conjugate classes {gag−1, g ∈ G}. Since
every conjugate class intersects the maximal torus T of G at least in one point, the
characters are completely determined by its values on T. The correspondence between Gˆ
and characters is one to one and the characters are eigenfunctions of the Laplace Beltrami
operator. Details about this can be found for example in [16, 31].
In this way we can also discuss Fourier analysis on homogeneous spaces [15].
In order to define the Laplace Beltrami operator in a general way we look at the derivative
of representations:
π∗ v =
d
dt
π(exp(tω))|t=0 v, v ∈ Hπ, ω ∈ g, (2.5)
where g denotes the Lie algebra of G.
There is a one to one correspondence between representations of simply connected Lie
groups and Lie algebras. The differential of the representation of a Lie group gives a
representation of its Lie algebra.
g
ζ
//
Exp

End(H)
Exp

G π
// GL(H)
With dπ = ζ.
Every Vector field on G can be regarded as first order differential operator. Higher order
differential operators from the algebraic point of view rise from the universal enveloping
algebra Ug of g [9]Ch.10, [16]Ch. 10.
The characteristic property of the Laplacian is to be a left and right invariant differential
operator of second order, the corresponding element in Ug is the central element of second
order, the Casimir element.
Definition 2.4. Let g and G be semi-simple. Let B be the killing form and {Xi} a
orthogonal1 basis of g. Further let Xi be the corresponding dual basis of the dual space
of g. Then the Casimir element is defined by
Ω =
n∑
i=1
Xi ⊗X
i
By Riesz representation theorem Xi can be identified with a basis Xi in g.
Ω =
n∑
i=1
XiB(Xi, ·) ∈ Ug
is in the center of Ug and independent of the choice of Xi.
1Orthogonality with respect to B.
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For a representation ζ of g, the Casimir operator can be mapped into the representation
Hilbert space of ζ, by
∆G = ζ(Ω) =
n∑
i=1
ζ(Xi)ζ(X
i).
Since the differential of a representation of G, gives a representation of g, we can obtain
the operator dπ(Ω) also for representations π of G. A natural representation ζ in the
vector space2 C∞ is given by:
Xi 7→
∂
∂xi
, (2.6)
where ∂∂xi denotes the derivation in C
∞, mapping every f to its Lie derivative. The
extension of ζ to Ug is strait forward, so that
∆G =
n∑
i=1
(
∂
∂xi
)2
From the geometric point of view the Laplace Beltrami operator with respect to the
Levic-Civita connection ∇ is given as trace of the Hermitian:
∆G = − trace ∇
2.
Later we will map the Casimir element by other representations than in (2.6), in order
to obtain the corresponding operator in Hπ.
π∗(Ω) =
dG∑
i=1
π∗(ei)
2, (2.7)
where {ei} form a basis in g, dG denotes the dimension of g.
2.2 Clifford algebra settings
Clifford algebras arise in many fields. As algebra of operators they play an enormous role
in Physics. A realization of it as linear operators on Grassmanian algebra can be found
in [19], here the realization of the spinor space comes out as the Grassmanian itself.
A comprehensive set of results for Clifford analysis is given by [12]. There the realization
of the clifford algebra is given for instance as full matrix algebra of appropriate dimension.
Since the spinor spaces are minimal left ideals of the algebra, they can be given very
convenient in this realization of the Clifford algebra.
2In the case of a G is compact C∞ ⊂ L2(G) is dense.
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To every vectorspace one can associate a corresponding Clifford algebra. Here it is
sufficient to define the basic properties of the Clifford algebra as starting point.
Let {ei, i = 1, ...,m} be a basis of Cm; the corresponding Clifford algebra Cℓm is deter-
mined by the anticommutative relation −2δij = eiej + ejei1.
Cℓm =
 ∑
A⊂{1,...,m}
aAeA, aA ∈ C
 ,
where the set A = {α1, ..., αk} shall be sorted, i.e. α1 < ... < αk, k ≤ 2m + 1 and
eA = eα1 ...eαk . The dimension of Cℓm is 2
m. The scalars are contained in Cℓm as 0-
vectors, hence the unit of Cℓm is 1.
We will make use of the main anti-involution:
a =
∑
A⊂{1,...,m}
aAeA, eiej = ejei, ei = −ei.
The subspace of Cℓm of k-vectors is given by span{eA, |A| = k}2. The k-vectorpart of an
a ∈ Cℓm is given by [a]k =
∑
|A|=k aAeA with |A| = k. The subspace of k-vectors in Cℓm
is denoted by Cℓm,k.
Also of importance is the Clifford inner product
〈a, b〉Cℓm = [ab]0 =
m∑
|A|=0
(−1)|A|aAbA. (2.8)
This makes Cℓm to be a Hilbert space with orthonormal bases {eA, A ⊂ {1, ...,m}}. The
outer product of in Cℓm is defined by
a ∧ b =
1
2
(ab− ba).
3 Spin group
There are several important subgroups in Cℓm, the Clifford group is defined as set of
invertible elements. The pin group is given as the set of products of unit vectors. A
vector a is an unit vector, if it is an element of the sphere Sm in the sense that Cm can
be naturally embedded in the 1-vector space of Cℓm, i.e.
∑
|A|=1 |aA|
2 = 1 and aA = 0
for |A| 6= 1.
The spin group, in which we are interested is a subgroup of the pin group and is defined
as the set of even products of unit vectors
Spin(m) = {
2k∏
j=1
sj, sj ∈ S
m}.
1δij denotes the usual Kroneka symbol
2|A| denotes the cardinality of A
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The group multiplication is the usual Clifford multiplication.
3.1 Lie algebra of Spin(m)
The Lie algebra spin(m) of Spin(m) is the space of bi-vectors in Cℓm: spin(m) = Cℓm,2.
This can be seen as follows: Since we are in the comfortable situation to expand the
exponential mapping exp : spin(m)→ Spin(m) in a series, for Xij = eij ∈ Cℓm,2 we find:
exp(tXjk) =
∞∑
l=1
1
l!
(
1
2
ejk)
l = ejk
∞∑
l=1
1
(2l − 1)!
t2l−1 +
∞∑
l=1
1
(2l)!
t2l
= cos(t) + ejk sin(t) = ej(ek sin(t)− ej cos(t)), (3.1)
obviously ej , (ek sin(t)− ej cos(t)) ∈ Sm, hence the exponential of an element from Cℓm,2
gives always an element, that can be written es a sum of an even number of unit vectors.
Since Spin(m) is a double covering of SO(m) we have dimSpin(m) =dimSO(m) =
1
2n(n+1), but this is also the dimension of Cℓm,2 which hence is the complete Lie algebra
of Spin(m).
In order to follow the general concept of determining all irreducible representations we
need to look at the maximal torus of Spin(m). For convenience of reading we recall the
general bases of weights of representations.
3.2 Roots and weights of representations
In this section we collect the assertions about weights of representations, that are nec-
essary for the construction of the weights of Spin(m), which are usually used to label
all irreducible representations of Spin(m). A more comprehensive discussion about the
theoretical bases can be found in [9], [16], [30] and elsewhere.
We already mentioned that a representations π is uniquely determined by the values
that it character assumes on T. We now restrict π itself to T. What we obtain is the a
representation of T that decompose into one dimensional irreducible components, since
T is commutative.
Since the torus we are speaking about is compact, all irreducible representations π are
of the form
π : T→ {eix| x ∈ R}
t 7→ eiθ(t),
with an homomorphism θ : T → R/(2πZ). Hence θ itself is a representation of T.
Consequently, the derivative dθ : t→ R is a representation of t. This defines the weights
of π:
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Definition 3.1. Let π be a representation of G with dim(t) = r. Let πj(t) = e
iθj(t), j =
1, ..., r be the one dimensional representations in which π decompose while its restriction
to T.
We denote the restriction of π to T by πT.
The set of weights of π is given by {± dθj} ⊂ t
∗. If π is the adjoint representation, the
weights are called roots.
If one regards π as a matrix with respect to a fixed bases of the representation space its
restriction to T contains 2 × 2 block matrices (up to change of rows and lines), which
correspond to a rotation in the respective plane.
π|T =

Θ1
Θ2
. . .
Θr
1
. . .
1

, with Θj =
(
cos(θj(t)) sin(θj(t))
− sin(θj(t)) cos(θj(t))
)
.
Therefrom we see, that the dimension of the maximal torus is always even. From this on
one always has to look at even dimensional and odd dimensional groups separately.
Further note, that the eigenvalues of the derivative of π|T for X ∈ t are always pure
imaginary:
d
ds
eiθj(exp(sX))
∣∣∣
s=0
= i dθj(X)
and multiplying it with imaginary unit i determines the weights of π.
The so called integer lattice I is defined by I = {2πI = exp−1(1)} ⊂ t. Since dθj are
homomorphisms and they are uniquely determined by the values on t, which are mapped
to 0 mod 2π, dθj is determined by its values on the Integer lattice. Additionally under
the mapping dθj, every element from I will by mapped to some integer.
Roughly speaking, the specific form of the weights of the representation π corresponds
to the density of dθj(2I) in Z. This is meant like follows: let tj ∈ t be so that for every
s ∈ R (or Cℓ) dθj(stj) is zero for all j but exactly one j ∈ {1, ..., r}. This gives us a
direction on T which we associate to θj and we denote it by tj ∈ t. Since there is a
smallest sj ∈ R (in Cℓ one with smallest absolute value) so that exp(sjtj) = 1 and hence
dθj(sjtj) = mj ∈ Z. (3.2)
Any integer multiple of (sjtj) will be mapped to the corresponding integer multiple of
mj in Z. In that sense we mean the density of dθj(I) in Z. The correspondence between
dθj and mj is one to one, so we will also mj call weight of π.
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Let t1, ..., tr ∈ t be a normalized (with respect to the killing form) basis of t andm1, ...,mr
be the weights of π, than the mapping
β : T→ Rn/(2πm1Z× ...× 2πmrZ) (3.3)
exp
(
r∑
k=1
aktk
)
= Πrk=1 exp(aktk) 7→ (a1, ..., ar)/(2πm1Z× ...× 2πmrZ), (3.4)
gives a embedding of T in Rn.
In fact for every (m1, ...,mr) ∈ Zr+ there is a representation π with weights m1, ...,mr as
weights. In this way we have labeled the representations by its weights m1, ...,mr ∈ Z
and it is necessary to mention the connection (3.4) between mj and dθj. One can also
chose the lattice so that (m1, ...,mr) ∈ (lZ)r+ for any l ∈ Q as we will see in the case for
Spin(m), where the appropriate choice of l will be 12 .
In t we obtain a lattice corresponding to weights that is given by {
∑r
j=1 kjmjtj , kj ∈ Z}.
The symmetry of this lattice is of importance and can be expressed by the Weyl group
of the corresponding representation.
If there are at least two points in T, that belong to the same conjugate class, then the
information about the representation is the same at all these points. Hence we can factor
out these symmetry:
Definition 3.2. The Weyl group is defined by
W = N(T )/T,
where N(T ) is the normalizer of T in G, i.e. gTg−1 = T ∀g ∈ GG
W acts on T by conjugation, and hence on t by the adjoint representation ad(w) for
w ∈W .
The weights of the adjoint representation are called the roots of the representation. We
can look at the hyper planes in t that are the kernel of the roots αi:
Lαi = {αi(t) = 0}.
The complement of the union of all hyper planes consists of open connected components;
the closure of every of this components is called to be a Weyl chamber.
The Weyl group permutes the Weyl chambers transitively and hence also the weights,
which we can identify with elements in t by Riesz theorem and which are symmetric to
each other in the above sense.
It can be proven, that the reflections at the plains Lαi generates W .
One can distinguish an arbitrary Weyl chamber and call it positive. All weights are
positive, that are in the dual of the positive Weyl chamber.
A weight dθ is a highest weight if it is positive and if dθ − dλ is not positive for all
other weights dλ of the same representation.
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Note that in the construction above (3.2), where we obtained dθj(rsjtj) = rmj the
vector (m1, ...,mn) corresponds to the highest weight of the representation.
There is a famous theorem of Weyl, that the correspondence between irreducible repre-
sentations and highest weights is one to one [9].
3.3 Weights of Spin(m)
In order to get the weights we look at the torus of Spin(m) and its Lie algebra t. The
Lie algebra can be given as a maximal system of t = {Yi, i = 1, ..., r} ⊂ spin(m) with
[Yi, Yj ] = 0 for all Yi, Yj ∈ t. Such a system is obviously given by
{Yj = X2j−1,2j = e2j−1e2j , j = 1, ...,
[m
2
]
}
and hence T =
{
[m
2
]∏
j=1
exp(tjYj), t ∈ [0, 2π)
}
. Hence the weights can be given as the
derivative of
θj : T→ R/2π (3.5)
[m
2
]∏
j=1
exp(tjYj) 7→ mjtj2π mod 2π, (3.6)
where the derivative has to be taken with respect to all tj, so that (m1, ...,m[m
2
]) stands
for the weights. We have to verify, which (m1, ...,m[m
2
]) are admissible weights.
From (3.1) we see, the natural representation of every element t = exp(tjej,n−j+1) ∈ T
of the torus is a rotation in the plain Ef = span{ej , en−j+1} ⊂ Cm by the angle mjtj2π.
Hence, for any representation π of Spin(m) we obtain its restriction to T as the direct
sum of rotations
π(
[m2 ]∏
j=1
exp(tjYj)) = π(t1, ..., t[m2 ]
)v = e
i(m1t1+...+m[m2 ]
t[m2 ]
)
, (3.7)
for some (m1, ...,m[m
2
]).
Since the weights corresponds to the dual of the integer lattice in T we pick out those
(m1, ...,m[m2 ]
), that (t1, ..., t[m2 ]
) ∈ ker(exp)⇒ (m1t1, ...,m[m2 ]
t[m2 ]
) ∈ ker(exp).
For eigenvalues of rotations the rotation must be by an angle of 0 or π.
From (3.7) we see, that for the integer lattice (m1t1, ...,m[m2 ]
t[m2 ]
) ∈ ker(exp) it is
e
i(m1t1+...+m[m2 ]
t[m2 ]
)
= 1:
mjtj = 0 or mjtj = π and m1t1 + ...+m[m2 ]
t[m2 ]
= 0 mod 2π. (3.8)
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Consequently, mj has always to be an integer.
If tj = 0 mod 2π one can always remove this component form
[m2 ]∏
j=1
exp(tjYj), i.e. setting
tj = 0, without loosing the property of being element of the integer lattice. If tj = π
mod 2π one has to remove additionally another component with the same property in
order to stay in the integer lattice.
Hence for any choice of εj = 1 or 0 (j = 1, ...,
[
m
2
]
) and ε1 + ...+ ε[m2 ]
is an even integer,
(tjmj = πεj) satisfies (3.8).
We assume now, that (t1, ..., t[m2 ]
) belongs to the integer lattice. Than also (m1t1, ...,m[m2 ]
t[m2 ]
)
shall belong to this lattice. But since for (ε1t1, ..., ε[m2 ]
t[m2 ]
) belongs to it, also (m1ε1t1, ...,m[m2 ]
ε[m2 ]
t[m2 ]
)
does, we have that either all mj are even, or all mj are odd.
This can also be seen in the easy counter example, where we assume tl, tk = π and εj = 0
except j = k and j = l. Than (ε1t1, ..., ε[m2 ]
t[m2 ]
) belongs to the integer lattice but
(m1ε1t1, ...,m[m2 ]
ε[m2 ]
t[m2 ]
) does only for ml and mk both even or both odd.
A discussion about the admissible weights can also be found in [19], where here the
connection between mj and dθj is another one than we have given by (3.4), so that the
corresponding weights are from (12Z)
[m2 ].
We have to look now at the action of the Weyl group to select the highest weight for
every representation.
The Weyl group acts on T and hence on t and t∗. Its action on the weights is closed1
and corresponds to a permutation of the mj; also change of the sign of mj is possible.
In the case where m is odd, an arbitrary number of sign changes is allowed; while in the
case of an even m, only an even number of sign changes is possible.
The positive Weyl chamber shall be that one, where
m1 ≥ ... ≥ m[m2 ]−1
≥ |m[m2 ]
|
In the case of an odd m, all mj of positive weights are positive. When m is even, m[m2 ]
can be negative.
We can also compare weights of different representations by the so called lexicographically
order, i.e. (m1, ...,mk) < (l1, ..., lk), if the difference lj−mj in the first component where
the weights are different is positive.
3.4 Cartan product
For the construction of all irreducible representations of Spin(m) we make use of the
so-called Cartan product.
1The Weyl group maps weight to weights
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The Cartan product is a procedure to build up an irreducible representation from two
known irreducible representations. Let π1 and π2 be irreducible representations in H1
and H2 respectively, let (m1, ...,mk) and (l1, ..., lk) be the highest weights of π1 and
π2. The canonically given representation π1 ⊗ π2 in H1 ⊗ H2 is highly reducible. The
irreducible component of the maximal weight1 occurring in π1⊗π2 has the highest weights
(l1 +m1, ..., lk +mk).
A minimal set of irreducible representations from which we can build up every irreducible
representation is called fundamental.
3.5 Representations of Spin(m)
From the previous we already know, that a fundamental system of irreducible repre-
sentations of Spin(m) in the case of an odd m is contained in the set of representa-
tions with weights of the form (1, 0, ..., 0), ..., (1, ...., 1) and (12 , 0, ..., 0), ..., (
1
2 , ...,
1
2) and
in the case of m even in the set of representations of weights (1, 0, ..., 0), ..., (1, ...., 1),
(12 , 0, ..., 0), ..., (
1
2 , ...,
1
2) and (1, ..., 1,−1), (
1
2 , ...,
1
2 ,−
1
2 ).
For convenience we consider the system of the above form in stead of the (minimal)
fundamental system, for which we would not need to call in (1, ..., 1) or (1, ...,±1).
From this starting point the corresponding irreducible representations are worked out
in [23] as representations in Clifford valued function spaces of spherical monogenics and
harmonic functions.
In section 2.1 we sketched the usual way of harmonic analysis on compact Lie groups.
This we will discuss later for functions on Spin(m).
Here we use another way of thinking: we directly use representations of the group (here
Spin(m)) and its representations to investigate operators in the representation Hilbert
space as derivative of representations. Since we are using function spaces as represen-
tation Hilbert spaces the operators are derivative operators acting on functions. As the
outcome of this we can formulate Clifford valued diffusive wavelets corresponding to
a modified diffusion equation, where the corresponding operator is a realization of the
Casimir element, just as in the classical case.
There are two types of fundamental representations of the spin group in the Clifford
algebra Cℓm
h(s)a = sas−1 (3.9)
l(s)a = sa. (3.10)
The invariant subspaces, where h is irreducible are the k-vector spaces, these of l are the
so called spinor spaces. Obviously they are minimal left ideals in Cℓm. Spinor spaces can
1with respect to the lexicographically order
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be determined explicit by primitive Idempotents ([12],[23]). This goes as follow: Set
Ij =
1
2
(1 + iejej+m),
then easily one sees the idempotence I2j =
1
4(1+2iejej+m+(iejej+m)
2) = 14(1+2iejej+m−
ejej+mejej+m) = Ij . Furthermore ejIj = 12(−iej+m + ej) = −iej+mIj and similar
ej+mIj = −iejIj. A minimal left ideal is generated by I = I1...Im, namely Cℓ2mI.
Clearly I2 = I.
We introduce also
Tj =
1
2
(e2j−1 − ie2j), (3.11)
note that Ij = TjT j.
There are many possibilities to realize representations of Spin(m) in L2(Cℓm). For in-
stance one can just take the regular representations hr and lr of h and l respectively:
hr(s) : f(a) 7→ f(sas
−1)
lr(s) : f(a) 7→ f(sa).
hr is a representation, which do not distinguish between hr(s) and hr(−s) and ends up
in a representation, which acts exactly like the usual regular representation of SO(m).
Here the double covering nature of Spin(m) with respect to SO(m) reveals.
We are interested in Clifford valued functions.
Applying the regular representations to L2(Cℓm → Cℓm) we can decompose the functions
of the representation Hilbert space into a sum of component functions for every k-vector
component since Cℓm forms a vector space:
2m+1∑
k=0
fk(a)ek.
This gives nothing new, since now the usual regular representations in L2(Cℓm) can be
applied to the component functions fk.
The tensor product representations hr ⊗ h and hr ⊗ l in L2(Cℓm) ⊗ Cℓm ≃ L2(Cℓm, Cℓm)
are given by
H(s) : f(a) 7→ sf(s−1as)s−1
L(s) : f(a) 7→ sf(s−1as).
Here the decomposition into component function is not possible since the corresponding
components fk(a)ek do not longer form an invariant subspace.
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Remark 3.3. One important observation is, that the representations are unitary:
〈H(s)f(a),H(s)g(a)〉L2(Cℓm→Cℓm) =
∫
Cℓm
|s−1f(sas−1)g(sas−1)s|2 da
=
∫
Cℓm
|f(sas−1)g(sas−1)|2 da.
Since the action hs on the argument of the function is exactly the action of rotations the
above equation ends up in the regular representation f(a) → f(sas−1) of the rotation
group SO(m) which is unitary. Hence Hs is unitary and a similar line shows, that also
Ls is.
By unitary of H and L, the invariant subspaces in the representation Hilbert space
L2(Cℓm → Cℓm) are orthogonal.
We should assure us, that we are dealing with bounded operators. This follows from
compactness of Spin(m): By smoothness of representations, from compactness follows the
finite dimensionality of all irreducible representation spaces and hence the compactness
of all derivatives of the representation.
The most interesting question is now to find the invariant subspaces. This is comprehen-
sively investigated in [23]. The desired invariant subspaces are spanned by eigenfunctions
of the operators, that one obtain by mapping the Casimir element by the corresponding
representation into the representation space.
So we shall look at H(Cℓ) and L(Cℓ). We mentioned already that the space of bivectors
Cℓm,2 can be identified as the Lie algebra spin(m). We equip it with the natural given
killing form B(·, ·). A calculation ([7]) yields
B(x, y) = −
1
4
∑
i 6=j
∑
k 6=j
k 6=i
(xjk − xkj)(ykj − yjk) + (xki − xik)(yik − yki).
So that ‖12eij‖B = 1. Consequently we use bases on spin(m), which is orthonormal with
respect to B,
{
1
2
eij , 1 ≤ i < j ≤ m}.
Consequently, as stated in (2.7) the Casimir element, mapped by
π(Ω) =
∑
i,j=1,...,m
i<j
π∗
(
1
2
eij
)2= 1
4
∑
i,j=1,...,m
i<j
π∗ (eij)
2
 .
In [26], [12], [28] and many others we find the calculation of the image obtained of
mapping Ω by H∗ and L∗:
H∗
(
1
2
eij
)
= 2(xj
d
dxi
− xi
d
dxj
) =: Lij (3.12)
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Having in mind, that our representation Hilbert space is a function space, the operator
Lij can be interpreted as differential operator along the surface of a sphere. The precise
direction is given by the section of the plain, spanned by xi and xj and the sphere. In
consequence we have
H∗(Ω) =
∑
i,j=1,...,m
i<j
H∗
(
1
2
eij
)2
=
∑
i,j=1,...,m
i<j
L2ij, (3.13)
and further
L∗
(
1
2
eij
)
= H∗
(
1
2
eij
)
+
1
2
eij1, (3.14)
where 1 denotes the identity operator. Hence
L∗(Ω)
= H∗(Ω) + ∑
i,j=1,...,m
i<j
1
2
eijH∗(
1
2
eij) +
∑
i,j=1,...,m
i<j
(
1
2
eij
)2
= H∗(Ω) + Γ−
1
4
(
m+ 1
2
)
1, (3.15)
with
Γ =
∑
i,j=1,...,m
i<j
eijLij
We now briefly introduce a special type of functions, of which type the eigenfunctions of
H∗(Ω) and L∗(Ω) are and which give us the possibility to have a new look at functions
on Spin(m)..
3.6 Functions of simplicial variables
In this section we show that the function spaces, consisting of functions which depends
on simplicial variables, are invariant under H(s) and L(s).
Lemma 3.4. Functions that depend on simplicial variables can be identified with func-
tions on SO(m)
This can be seen in the following way:
Let u1, ..., um ∈ Cm be a orthonormal basis in Cm. The corresponding simplicial variable
in Cm is given by
a(u1, ..., um) = u1 + u1 ∧ u2 + u1 ∧ u2 ∧ u3 + ...+ u1 ∧ ... ∧ um.
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One the other hand one can match a unique righthanded, orthonormal bases to a simpli-
cial variable taking u1 normalized vector. In a second step one tanks a linearly indepen-
dent vector from the plain that is represented by u1 ∧ u2 and that is spanned by u1 and
u2. Now one applies the Gram Schmidt procedure to obtain a righthanded orthonormal
bases after m steps.
In what follows we restrict the function of simplicial type to a(u1, ..., um), while u1, ..., um
are assumed to be unit vectors. This gives a one to one correspondence to functions on
SO(m).
Further by definition of the outer Product x ∧ y = 12(xy − yx) we have
sa(u1, ..., um)s = su1s+ su1 ∧ u2s+ su1 ∧ u2 ∧ u3s+ ...+ su1 ∧ ... ∧ ums = a(su1s, ..., sums).
Consequently H(s)f(a) = sf(sas)s is a function of a simplicial variable, if and only if
f(a) is such a function. Hence
Corollary 3.5. Functions of simplicial type are invariant under H.
Later we will make use of
Lemma 3.6. A function on the spin group can be represented as a pair of functions of
a simplicial variable.
Proof. A function f(s) on Spin(m) can be decomposed in an odd– and an even Part:
f(s) = α(s)+ γ(s), with α(s) = α(−s) and γ(s) = −γ(−s). For the odd part γ(s), there
is a even function β(s) so that sβ(s) = γ(s). Hence the pair (α, β) can be identified
with f . Since Spin(m) is a double covering of SO(m), even functions on Spin(m) can
be identified with functions on SO(m). Further all righthanded, orthonormal bases of
Cm can be obtained by the action of exactly one rotation on one of these bases, this
identification gives a faithful and irreducible representation (a identification) of SO(m).
We have already discussed, that the set of righthanded, orthonormal bases of Cm are
represented by simplicial variables.
3.7 Eigenfunctions of H∗(Ω) and L∗(Ω) in L
2(Cℓm → Cℓm)
There are many places where the eigenfunctions are discussed comprehensively, here
we want to recall only the results of the discussion in order to use them for further
constructions in the next chapter, where we are more interested in their restriction to
the sphere.
One possibility is to realize the irreducible representations in the space of homogeneous
Polynomials of vector variables. This way is chosen in [20] where the corresponding weight
(mj)
[m
2
]
j=1 of the representation is given by the homogenety in the j-th vector variable.
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For vector variable functions, a rotation -and hence a H- invariant differential operator
is the Laplacian. The harmonic polynomials satisfy
∆xiP (x1, ..., xk) = 0 for i = 1, ..., k
∂xi∂xjP (x1, ..., xk) = 0 for i 6= j.
(3.16)
A monogenic function is given, if
∂xiP (x1, ..., xk) = 0 for i = 1, ..., k. (3.17)
Simplicial functions are special kind of functions of vector variables. Its symmetry can
be expressed by the characteristic differential equation is
〈xi∂xi+1〉P (x1, ..., xk) = 0 for i = 1, ..., k − 1, (3.18)
where the definition
〈xi∂xi+1〉 := −[xi∂xi+1 ]0
is used.
Consequently, the simplicial harmonic system H are the polynomials satisfying (3.16)
and (3.18); the simplicial monogenics are polynomials, satisfying (3.17) and (3.18).
It can be proven, that the simplicial harmonics are irreducible subspaces spaces for H
and the simplicial harmonics are those of L.
This is calculated in [23] and the highest weight vectors for the weight ( 2, ..., 2︸ ︷︷ ︸
k times
, 0, ..., 0)
is of the form
〈x1 ∧ ... ∧ xk, T1 ∧ ... ∧ Tk〉Cℓm .
And the Tensor products, which we use to represent higher even integer weight represen-
tations (2s1, ..., 2sk), corresponds to the weight vector
〈x1T1〉
2s1
Cℓm
〈x1 ∧ x2, T1 ∧ T2〉
2s2
Cℓm
...〈x1 ∧ ... ∧ xk, T1 ∧ ... ∧ Tk〉
2sk
Cℓm
.
In the case of an odd m, for odd integer weights one just has to multiply the weight
vectors above from the right by the primitive idempotents I1, ..., Ik in order to obtain
the weight of the even integer weight ’"+12 ’" in every component.
For the case of an even m there the concept is nearly the same, except for the weights
(2n1 + 1, ...,±(2nk +1)). Where the for the plus sign one has to multiply a Im from the
right and for the minus sign one has to multiply I ′ = TmTm (notation from (3.11)) in
the place of Im.
The eigenvalues of H∗(Ω) for the simplicial harmonic
〈x1T1〉
m1
Cℓm
〈x1 ∧ x2, T1 ∧ T2〉
m2
Cℓm
...〈x1 ∧ ... ∧ xk, T1 ∧ ... ∧ Tk〉
mk
Cℓm
(3.19)
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of the weight (m1, ...,mk) is
−
k∑
j=1
kj(mj +m− 2j),
that of L∗(Ω) for simplicial monogenic
〈x1T1〉
m1
Cℓm
〈x1 ∧ x2, T1 ∧ T2〉
m2
Cℓm
...〈x1 ∧ ... ∧ xk, T1 ∧ ... ∧ Tk〉
mk
Cℓm
I1...Ik (3.20)
is
−
k∑
j=1
mj(mj +m− 2j + 1)−
m(m− 1)
8
.
4 Clifford-valued diffusive wavelets on the sphere Sm and
the group Spin(m)
4.1 Idea of diffusive wavelets on groups and homogeneous spaces
In this subsection we present the concept of diffusive wavelets on a compact Lie group G
and homogeneous spaces X ≃ G/H , for a subgroup H of G. Later we will follow this
concept for construction of clifford valued wavelets on the sphere.
For a detailed discussion of the points of this section see [15].
In order to obtain wavelets we ask for a translation operator T (g) : L2(G)→ L2(G) and
a dilation operator D̺ so that we can find a admissible function Ψ so that the family of
dilated and translated versions of Ψ, namely {T (g)D̺Ψ = T (g)Ψ̺, } forms a frame in
L2(G). The dilation operator is naturally given as
T (g)f(ξ) = f(g−1ξ), g ∈ G,
for functions on G. The dilation operator for diffusive wavelets arises from the following
construction.
The starting point for the construction is a diffusive approximate identity, which is a
special differentiable family of operators. In our case this will be given as fundamental
solution of a differential equation.
The interesting properties of the operator family {Pt, t > 0}, which we need for the
construction are
lim
t→0
Pt = 1 (4.1)
‖Pt‖ < M for fixed M > 0, idependant of t. (4.2)
‖ · ‖ denotes the operator norm.
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The family of operators will be given as convolution operators while the operators are
identified by the the corresponding kernel functions of the convolution.
The desired properties (4.1) and (4.2) can be achieved as requirements to the Fourier
coefficients of the kernel functions:
Definition 4.1. Let Gˆ+ ⊂ Gˆ be co-finite .The C
1-subfamily {pt, t > 0} of L
1(G) is a
diffusive approximate identity, if
‖pˆt(π)‖ ≤M for some constant M > 0, idependant of t > 0 and π ∈ Gˆ
lim
t→0
pˆt(π) = 1 ∀π ∈ Gˆ
lim
t→∞
pˆt(π) = 0 ∀π ∈ Gˆ+
−∂tpˆt is a positive matrix for all t > 0 and π ∈ Gˆ+.
Also in what follows it is convenient to look at the Fourier domain and which action to
the Fourier coefficients corresponds to the constructions respectively.
We make use of the involution
fˇ(g) := f(g−1) ˆˇf(π) = fˆ∗(π).
Definition 4.2. Let {pt, t > 0} be a diffusive approximate identity. A diffusive wavelet
is a subfamily {Ψ̺, ̺ > 0} of L
2(G) ∩ L1(G), with
pt(g) =
∫ ∞
t
Ψˇ̺ ∗Ψ̺(g)α(̺) d̺, (4.3)
for some weight function α(̺) > 0. The wavelet transform then is given as bounded
operator from L2(G) to L2(G × R+)
2.
Wf(g, ̺) := (f ∗ Ψˇ̺)(g) = 〈f, T (g)Ψ̺〉L2(G).
The reconstruction formula assumes the form
f(g) =
∫ ∞
t→0
(Wf(·, ̺) ∗Ψ̺)(g)α(̺) d̺.
The reconstruction formula can now be verified as follows:∫ ∞
t→0
((f ∗ Ψˇ̺) ∗Ψ̺)(g)α(̺) d̺ =
(
f ∗
(∫ ∞
t→0
Ψˇ̺ ∗Ψ̺α(̺) d̺
))
(g)
= lim
t→0
(f ∗ pt)(g) = f(g),
by admissibility condition (4.3) and by the definition of pt the necessary change of order
of integration is valid.
2the measure is given by the product of the Haar measure on G and α(̺) d̺
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The same construction can be projected to arbitrary homogeneous spaces X ≃ G/H ,
for any subgroup H of G.
The translation is again given by the canonical defined action of G on X , which we denote
by g · x (g ∈ G, x ∈ X ).
Let PH (π) be the projection inHπ onto the (with respect to the action of π) H invariant
subspace in Hπ. A function on G, that is constant along fibers of the form gH can be
regarded as function on X . The projection of such a function is denoted by
PX f(x) =
∫
(gh) dh, x = g ·H .
The Fourier coefficients of those functions are of the following form:
fˆ(π) = PH (π)fˆ(π),
i.e. one can always chose a basis in Hπ, so that the matrix, corresponding to fˆ(π) has
only entries in the first k rows, where k is the dimension of the H invariant subspace in
Hπ. (see [15]).
So the construction can be obtained, if one repeats it on the Fourier domain, with
respect to Fourier coefficients of the appropriate form and translate it back to the integral
expressions on G and X . We have to define the following convolution like products
Group convolution (f ∗ h)(y) =
∫
G
f(g · x0)h(g
−1 · y) dg f̂ ∗ h = hˆfˆ
Dot product (f • h)(g) =
∫
X
f(x)h(g−1 · x) dx f̂ • h = hˆ∗fˆ
Zonal product (f •ˆh)(y) =
∫
G
f(g · x0)h(g · y) dg f̂ •ˆh = hˆfˆ
∗
Since the heat kernel on X can be obtained by projection of that on G we want to
reformulate the defining equation on X .
PX p
heat
t (g) = p
heat
X (t, x) =
∫ ∞
t
PX
(
Ψˇρ ∗Ψρ
)
α(ρ) dρ
=
∫ ∞
t
PX
(∫
G
Ψρ(a−1)Ψρ(a
−1g)
)
daα(ρ) dρ
=
∫ ∞
t
PX (Ψρ) •ˆPX (Ψρ)(x)α(ρ) dρ, x = g · x0.
Definition 4.3 (Wavelet transform on X ). Let {Ψρ, ρ > 0} be a diffusive wavelet on X
and f ∈ L2(X ),
WTX (f)(ρ, g) := (f •Ψρ)(g) (= 〈f, TgΨρ〉L2(X ))
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The reconstruction now is
f = PX
∫ ∞
→0
WTX (f)(ρ, ·) ∗ Ψ˜ρα(ρ) dρ =
∫ ∞
→0
f • (Ψρ•ˆΨρ)α(ρ) dρ
A special class of functions are zonal functions;
Definition 4.4. A function on X is zonal with respect to x0 ∈ X, if it is invariant under
the action of the stabilizer of x0
These additional symmetry of zonal wavelets can be unrealized, since in that case Ψˇρ is
well defined also on X .
sThe wavelet transform can be written on X :∫
G
f˜(a)Ψˇρ(a
−1g) da =
∫
G
f˜(a)Ψρ(g−1a) da =
∫
X
f(x)PΨρ(g−1x) dx
=: WT (f)(ρ, y), y = g · x0.
And the reconstruction succeeds by
f =
∫ ∞
0
WT (ρ, ·) ∗Ψρα(ρ) dρ,
where ∗ here denotes the (group) convolution on X .
The representation theory of SO(n + 1) is very well know and we haves seen in the
previous section 4.1 how we can obtain wavelets on the sphere as a homogeneous space
of SO(n+1), of course the sphere is also a homogeneous space of the spin group and we
want to obtain wavelets therefrom.
Since the representations H and L act on the argument of the function by a rota-
tion, the invariant functions will be defined on rotation invariant subspaces. We uti-
lize this fact to consider only functions on the sphere Sm = {u ∈ Cℓm+1,
∑
A uAeA =∑m+1
j=1 ujej, 〈u, u〉Cm+1 = 1} ⊂ Cℓm+1.
Since functions on the sphere depend only on one vector, one sees no longer their simpli-
cial character. In case of simplicial monogenic functions of degree k, after this restriction
we end up with the space of spherical monogenics of degree k. Following [12] this space
shall be denoted by M(k, V ) or M(m,k, V ) if we wish to emphasize the dimension of
the sphere. Values of spherical monogenics are in V which is chosen to be a spinor space
or the whole Clifford algebra.
The spherical monogenics decompose further into two disjoined subspaces, namely
• The so-called inner spherical monogenics, i.e. homogeneous monogenic polynomials
of degree k (harmonics of order k): M+(m,k, V )
• The so-called outer spherical monogenics, i.e. homogeneous monogenic functions
of degree −(k +m) (harmonics of order k + 1): M−(m,k, V )
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M+(m,k, V ) and M−(m,k, V ) are eigenspaces of the Gamma operator:
ΓξPk(ξ) = (−k)Pk(ξ), ∀Pk ∈ M
+(m,k, V )
ΓξQk(ξ) = (k +m)Qk(ξ), ∀Qk ∈ M
−(m,k, V ).
(4.4)
and of the spherical Laplace-Beltami operator ∆ξ:
∆ξPk(ξ) = H∗(Ω)Pk = (−k)(k +m− 1)Pk(ξ), ∀Pk ∈ M
+(m,k, V ) (4.5)
∆ξQk(ξ) = H∗(Ω)Qk = −(k + 1)(k +m)Qk(ξ), ∀Qk ∈ M
−(m,k, V ) (4.6)
The theory of these function systems is well described in [12] and elsewhere. There one
finds the decomposition
L2(Sm, Cℓm+1) =
∞⊕
k=0
(M(k, Cℓm+1)) =
∞⊕
k=0
(M+(k, Cℓm+1)⊕M
−(k, Cℓm+1))
and Pk and Qk form an orthogonal basis with respect to the L2 scalar product
〈f, g〉L2 =
∫
Sm
〈f(ξ)g(ξ)〉Cℓm+1 dξ.
The space of harmonic functions clearly contains the monogenic functions. The space of
k-homogeneous functions H(m,k, Cℓm+1) can be decomposed into
H(m,k, Cℓm+1) =M
+(m,k, Cℓm+1)⊕M
−(m,k − 1, Cℓm+1).
Consequently, considering (3.15) and (4.4) we have
• The space of spherical monogenics M(k, Cℓm+1) = M+(k, Cℓm+1 ⊕M−(k, Cℓm+1)
forms the eigenspace of L∗(Ω) with respect to the eigenvalue (−k)(k+m)−
(m+1
2
)
,
i.e.
L∗(Ω)Pk = (−k(k +m)−
1
4
(
m+ 1
2
)
)Pk
L∗(Ω)Qk = (−k(k +m)−
1
4
(
m+ 1
2
)
)Qk.
From (4.6) and (3.13) one sees
• The space of harmonic functions H(k; Cℓm+1) =M+(k, Cℓm+1)⊕M−(k−1, Cℓm+1)
forms the eigenspace of H∗(Ω) with respect to the eigenvalue (−k)(k +m), i.e.
H∗(Ω)Pk = −k(k +m)Pk(ξ)
H∗(Ω)Qk−1 = −k(k +m)Qk−1(ξ).
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For concrete calculations one has to construct the functions Pk and Qk. Let
α = (α1, ..., αm+1) ∈ N
m+1 denote a multi-index, with the usual notations
xα = xα11 ...x
αm+1
m+1 for x ∈ Cℓ
m+1
∂α = ∂α1x1 ...∂
αm+1
xm+1
α! = α1!...αm+1!
|α| =
m+1∑
j=1
αj
Starting from a natural system of polynomials, namely { 1αξ
α}, a system of monogenic
functions can be given as Cauchy-Kovalevskaya extension of these polynomials
Vα(ξ) = CK
(
1
α!
ξα
)
=
|α|∑
j=0
(−1)jξj0
j!
[(e0∂ξ)
jξα].
For details we refer to [12]. A basis of M+(k, Cℓm) is given by the set:
{Vα, |α| = k}.
Defining further
Wα(ξ) = (−1)
|α|∂α
ξ
Am
,
where Am denotes the area of Sm, a basis of M−(k, Cℓm+1) can be given by
{Wα, |α| = k}.
Further expansions can be found in [12].
C−m+1,k(ω, ξ) =
1
m− 1
[(k + 1)C
(m−1)/2
k+1 (t) + (1−m)C
(m+1)/2
k (t)((ξ0ω − ω0ξ)e0 + ω ∧ ξ)],
C−m+1,k(ω, ξ)ξ = C
+
m+1,k(ω, ξ)ω.
A left and right monogenic polynomial of degree k in x ∈ Cℓm+1 (for fixed y ∈ Cℓm+10 ) is
given by |x|
k
|y|m+k
C+m+1,k(ω, ξ)ω (it is x = |x|ξ and y = |y|ω )
With these function systems we are now in the condition to apply our method of con-
structing diffusive wavelets in the same way we did it for scalar-valued functions on the
sphere ([6].
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4.2 Heat kernel of L∗(Ω)− ∂t
Since H∗(Ω) is the usual spherical Laplace Beltrami operator, H∗(Ω) − ∂t is the usual
heat operator. Here we use it to give the fundamental solution PH for Clifford valued
functions, which has the series expansion:
PH(ω, ξ) =
∞∑
k=0
∑
|α|=k
∑
|β|=k−1
Exp (−k(k +m− 1)t) (Vα(ξ) +Wβ(ξ)).
The series expansion of the fundamental solution of L∗(Ω)− ∂t can now be given as:
PL(ξ) =
∞∑
k=0
∑
|α|=k
Exp
(
−
(
k(k +m)−
(
m+ 1
2
))
t
)
(Vα(ξ) +Wα(ξ)).
For our special desire we do not need to formulate here the Fourier theory in full gen-
erality, therefor we recommend [15]. As we already mentioned we can expand f ∈
L2(Sm, Cℓm) in spherical monogenics
f(ξ) =
∞∑
k=0
∑
|α|=k
(fˆV (α)Vα(ξ) + fˆW (α)Wα(ξ)).
There are many ways to assume the sphere as a homogeneous space; here we look at
it as Sm ≃ SO(m + 1)/SO(m). Consequently, the convolution of two functions f, h ∈
L2(Sm, Cℓm) gives a function on SO(m), which is constant over co-sets gSO(m− 1) and
hence defines a function on Sm [15].
(f ∗ h)(ξ;ω) =
∫
SO(m+1)
f(g(ξ))h(g(ω)) dg,
where dg is taken as the Haar measure and g(ξ) stands for element, obtained the rotation
g applied to ξ. We shall look at the invariance properties of the convolution product.
There is an η ∈ SO(m) with
(f ∗ h)(ξ; η(ξ)) = (f ∗ h)(g(ξ); g(η(ξ))) =: (f ∗ h)(η) ∀g ∈ SO(m).
Since this η is not unique but can be chosen as ηζ, with ζ coming from the stabilizer of η
we find (f ∗h)(ηSO(m− 1)) = (f ∗h)(η) for a certain subgroup (of the form) SO(m− 1)
in SO(m), by factoring this subgroup (f ∗ h) becomes a function on Sm.
On the other hand this function is invariant under the left action of the stabilizer in
SO(m) of ξ, which also is of the form SO(m−1). functions with this property are called
to be zonal.
One can formulate the convolution theorem, which assumes the form
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Theorem 4.5. For f, h ∈ L2(Sm, Cℓm) it is
f ∗ g =
∞∑
k=0
∑
|α|=k
(fˆV (α)hˆV (α)Vα(ξ) + fˆW (α)hˆW (α)Wα(ξ))
Proof. One writes the functions in the series expansion in spherical monogenics. Subse-
quently one changes order of integration and summation, which is possible by Fubini’s
theorem and uses the orthonormality property of the Vα and Wα.
Definition 4.6. The family of functions
{Ψρ(ξ) :=
∞∑
k=0
∑
|α|=k
Exp
(
−
(
k(k +m)−
(
m+ 1
2
))
t
2
)
(Vα(ξ) + α)Wα(ξ))},
defines the diffusive wavelets corresponding to the modified diffusive operator ∆ξ + Γξ −(m+1
2
)
1.
The corresponding wavelet transformation is given by
Wf(̺, g) := 〈f(·),Ψ̺(g
−1(·))〉L2(Sm,Cℓm)
Theorem 4.7. The wavelet transform is invertible on its range:
f(ξ) =
∫ ∞
t→0
Wf(̺, g) ∗Ψ̺(g(ξ)) d̺ ∀f ∈ L
2(Sm, Cℓm).
Proof.∫ ∞
t→0
Wf(̺, g) ∗Ψ̺(g(ξ)) d̺ =
∫ ∞
t→0
∫
SO(m)
(∫
Sm
f(ζ)Ψ̺(g
−1(ζ)) dζ
)
Ψ̺(g
−1(ξ)) dg d̺
By construction we are dealing with an diffusive approximate identity, hence the change
of order of integration is valid.
=
∫ ∞
t→0
∫
Sm
f(ζ)
(∫
SO(m)
Ψ̺(g
−1(ζ)Ψ̺(g
−1(ξ))
)
dg) dζ d̺
=
∫
Sm
f(ζ)
(∫ ∞
t→0
(Ψ̺ ∗Ψ̺)(ζ, ξ)
)
d̺ dζ
= lim
t→0
f ∗ Pt(ξ) = f(ξ)
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4.3 Modification of the operator L∗(Ω)
It is an easy change to look at the operator ∆ − Γ instead of L∗(Ω), we just replace
the eigenvalues in the series expansion of the fundamental solution by the eigenvalues of
∆− Γ, which is obviously k(k +m), since these operators differ from each other only by
a multiple of the identity operator
∞∑
k=0
∑
|α|=k
Exp (−k(k +m)t) (Vα(ξ) +Wα(ξ))
The corresponding wavelets are now of the formΨρ(ξ) :=
∞∑
k=0
∑
|α|=k
Exp
(
−k(k +m)
t
2
)
(Vα(ξ) + α)Wα(ξ))
 ,
4.4 Eigenfunction of ∆Spin and the heat kernel on Spin(m)
Let us now take a look at the case of the Spin group. Eigenfunctions of ∆Spin on
Spin(m) can be given as matrix coefficients of eigenvectors of π∗(Ω), for any irreducible
representation π.
All irreducible representations are of the form H or L in the subspace of simplicial
harmonics or monogenics, respectively. For the moment we denote the eigenfunction
with respect to the weight (l1, ..., l[m
2
]) by v(l1,...,l[m2 ])
. Consequently, all functions of the
form
h(s) =
∫
Cℓm
H(s)v(l1,...,l[m2 ])
(a)v(s1,...,s[m2 ])
(a) da, (l1, ..., l[m
2
]), (s1, ..., s[m
2
]) ∈ (2Z)
[m
2
]
(4.7)
l(s) =
∫
Cℓm
L(s)v(l1,...,l[m2 ])
(a)v(s1,...,s[m2 ])
(a) da, (l1, ..., l[m
2
]), (s1, ..., s[m
2
]) ∈ ((2Z + 1)
[m
2
]
(4.8)
represents harmonics and harmonic functions are linear combinations of them.
We can also chose the following way:
Since we already know the eigenfunctions of H∗(Ω) and L∗(Ω) if we can express ∆Spin
in terms of H∗(Ω) and L∗(Ω), then we easily obtain the eigenfunctions of ∆Spin.
This can be easily done for the Dirac operator on Spin(m), which we denote by ∂s.
From Lemma 3.6 we know that a function on Spin(m) can be regarded as a pair of
functions α(g) and β(g) on g ∈ SO(m) or as a pair of a simplicial variable, respectively.
Consequently, for a function f on Spin(m) we have
f(s) = H(s)α(a(u1, ..., um)) + L(s)β(a(u1, ..., um)),
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where the simplicial variable a(u1, ..., um) is fixed, in order to have the dependance on
s only. For the action of the Dirac operator ∂s =
∑
Cℓm,2
eij(H∗(eij) + L∗(eij)) on f , by
(3.12) and (3.14) we have
∂sf(s) =
∑
i<j
eij(H∗(eij)α+ L∗(eij)β)
= ΓH(s)α+ (Γ−
(m
2
)
)L(s)β)
Hence, we can immediately deduce the eigensystem of ∂s. The same construction we
would like to have for ∆s. Therefore we look at the action of ∆s on H(s)α and L(s)β
separately:
∆SpinH(s)α(a(u1, ..., um)) = (
m∑
j=1
∆uj +
∑
k<l
∆ukul)H(s)α(a(u1, ..., um)) (4.9)
∆SpinL(s)β(a(u1, ..., um)) = (
m∑
j=1
∆uj +
∑
k<l
∆ukul +
m∑
j=1
Γuj −
(m
2
)
)L(s)β(a(u1, ..., um)).
(4.10)
Since for the Laplacian in the components um we have
∆u =
∑
i<j
L2u,eij = Γu(m− 2− Γu), with Γu = u ∧ ∂u,
the only critical point is the study of the part of the mixed Laplacian
∆uv =
∑
i<j
Lu,eijLv,eij .
To this end we can express the action of ∆uv on monogenics in terms of u, v, ∂u and ∂v,
as we did for ∆u. A rather technical calculation, which can be found in [7] gives
∆uvf(u, v) = − < v, ∂˙u >< u, ∂v > f˙(u, v).
where the dot means, that the derivative ∂u is applied directly to f(u, v), but not to
〈u, ∂v〉 (Hestenes overdot notation).
Consequently, we have
∆SpinH(s)α(a(u1, ..., um))
=
 m∑
j=1
Γuj (m− 2− Γuj)−
∑
k<l
〈uk, ˙∂ul〉〈ul, ∂uk〉
H(s)α˙(a(u1, ..., um))
∆SpinL(s)β(a(u1, ..., um))
=
 m∑
j=1
Γuj (m− 2− Γuj)−
∑
k<l
〈uk, ˙∂ul〉〈ul, ∂uk〉+
m∑
j=1
Γuj −
(m
2
)L(s)β˙(a(u1, ..., um))
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A closer look to the operator 〈uk, ˙∂ul〉 shows that
〈u, ∂v〉 =
m∑
i=1
ui∂vi ,
which can be viewed as a mixed Euler operator c.f.[7]. In fact, from the characteristic
system of simplicial monogenics (3.18) we know that simplicial functions vanish under
the mixed Euler operator.
We discussed already simplicial monogenics in Section 3.6. Let k1, ..., km (l1, ..., lm)
denote the degree of homogeneity of α ( or β) in the variable u1, ..., um, respectively.
Therefore, Γui(H(s)α+L(s)β) = (kiα+ liβ). Hence for functions f(s) = H(s)α+L(s)β
on Spin(m) we have
∆SpinH(s)α(a(u1, ..., um))
=
 m∑
j=1
Γuj(m− 2− Γuj)
H(s)α˙(a(u1, ..., um))
=
 m∑
j=1
kj(m− 2− kj)
H(s)α(a(u1, ..., um))
and
∆SpinL(s)β(a(u1, ..., um))
=
 m∑
j=1
Γuj(m− 2− Γuj) +
m∑
j=1
Γuj −
(m
2
)L(s)β˙(a(u1, ..., um))
=
 m∑
j=1
lj(m− 2− lj)
L(s)β(a(u1, ..., um)).
Such that according to our construction of wavelets we obtain the following.
Theorem 4.8. Clifford-valued diffusive wavelets on Spin(m) assume the form
ψρ(s) =
∞∑
k=1
∑
m∈Zk
exp
−
 m∑
j=1
kj(m− 2− kj)
 t
2
H(s)Km
+ exp
−
 m∑
j=1
kj(m− 2− kj)
 t
2
L(s)Lm
where Km and Lm form a complete system of simplicial functions. (see (3.19) and (3.20)).
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